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#legendarypeaks
Six unusual ski resorts untouched by mass tourism united a little
over 17 years ago under the name of Les Sybelles and now make

EDITORIAL

up one of the most recently connected ski areas in France.
In order to transform from six beautiful villages into Les Sybelles,
the villages agreed to a large shared project in 2003 and to
combine their strength to achieve the mutual goal of creating one
of the biggest ski areas in France!
Le Corbier, Saint-Sorlin-d’Arves, Saint-Jean-d’Arves,

Explore our fantastic resorts
and their beautiful mountains,
make great friends and share
some incredible experiences

La Toussuire, Saint-Colomban-des-Villards, Les Bottières :
6 individual resorts linked by the central peak of
Ouillon with an altitude of 2,431 metres.

#freeriding

As a more recent ski area competing against those that are wellestablished, Les Sybelles offers a wide choice of accessible skiing.
Every winter, the infrastructure is modernised through ambitious
investment projects in order to constantly provide holidaymakers
with increased comfort and freedom.
There is something to get your adrenaline pumping in the biggest ski
area in Maurienne, whether for first-time skiers and snowboarders or
those looking for (new) exciting experiences
Les Sybelles intends to become a benchmark for ski instruction
and is committed to training the skiers of tomorrow. The starshaped ski area provides freedom onto peaks with 360° access
for all abilities and tastes. With blue skies and blue pistes as far as
the eye can see, it is no surprise that this is a ski area that can be
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where everyone, from adventurous children to more hesitant adults,
can develop at their own pace.
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To make skiing holidays synonymous with unforgettable experiences,
Les Sybelles have organised a programme filled with entertainment
and activities to enjoy the pleasures of the slopes! Take off your
skis to explore, experience culture and once-in-a-lifetime moments,
challenge yourself, have fun and relax.
In Les Sybelles, the holiday bucket list goes on and on!
A chance to try out winter sports or an opportunity to enjoy some
tranquillity and luxury? It's both! Those who are more reflective will
discover the simple luxury of returning to nature and mountain
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traditions in these snowy valleys. The stunning environment with
its peaks, legends such as the Aiguilles d’Arves and charming old-world
villages just invites you to relax. You do not need luxury spas to be able
to unwind here as the mountains provide all the rest and relaxation you
need. Nature provides the environment and the Maurienne locals provide
the stories!
They have their own way of welcoming visitors. There is no unnecessary
glamour - just genuine Alpine warmth that just asks to be shared.
This is why we hope that reading this overview
of Les Sybelles 2020 will bring you to Maurienne and to the heart of
our Alpine home to explore the resorts, try the local produce, meet
the locals and enjoy the experience of Les Sybelles with us.

See you soon in our resorts!
#skiasafamily

#betweenfriends

#lessybelles
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traversed entirely on beginner pistes. Perfect for group holidays

LES SYBELLES
FOODIES
_

1 139 276 days spent skiing (winter 2018-2019)
118 skiing days from 21st December to 17th April

LES SYBELLES
A FEW FIGURES

7 peaks, 1 unspoilt glacier
393 hectares of land

The Aiguilles d’Arves

50% of ski areas covered in
artificial snow (626 snow cannons)

#theAiguillesd’Arves
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Connected without the skis having to leave your feet

LA TOUSSUIRE

40,000
BEDS FOR TOURISTS

#hotel #specialapartment
#touristresidence #chalet #guestroom
#luxuryresidence #ruralcottage
#wintercamping

LE CORBIER

136 beginner's slopes
31 green pistes
57 blue pistes
36 red pistes
9 black pistes
3 freeride pistes NEW
1 snowpark, 1 easy park, 2 snowboard cross courses,
1 Viking-themed recreational slope,
1 new playground: Snowpy Mountain NEW
1 big air-bag, 1 arva-park, 1 relaxing area,
2 tubing slopes, 1 zip wire

THE RESORTS

6 SLEDGING SLOPES
8 NURSERY AREAS

68 ski lifts
including 27 chairlifts, 32 surface lifts
9 conveyor belts
4 spots to take selfies
1 app Sybelles.ski that you can download
from the App Store (iOS) or Google Play (Android)

6 SKI SCHOOLS

SAINT-SORLIN-D’ARVES

SAINT-JEAN-D’ARVES

Bronze medal winner
at the Concours Général Agricole 2019.

_

_

1 speciality
The Sybel’Miche

4th biggest ski area in France
The biggest ski area in Maurienne

A LEGENDARY VIEW

RESORTS

1 AOP (recognised local product)
Arvan Valley's Beaufort cheese

LES BOTTIÈRES

Enjoy a revamped Savoie fondue served
with warm farmhouse bread
at the Hors-Piste restaurant
in Saint-Sorlin-d’Arves.

_

_

A ‘Made in Les Sybelles’ product
The Sybelles Bulles
A 2015 special vintage AOP sparkling wine,
produced in collaboration
with Philippe Viallet, one of the best wine
producers in Savoie.

INFORMATION - PEOPLE
The famous French dressmaker, Pierre
Balmain, was originally from Saint-Jeande-Maurienne and loved the little resort
of Saint-Sorlin-d’Arves, the village where
his family were from. When he died, his
ashes were scattered by his associate, Erik
Mortensen, in the Balme valley at the foot
of the Saint-Sorlin-d’Arves glacier.

SAINT-COLOMBAN-DES-VILLARDS
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Sybelles mountains

MOUNTAINS

THE SYBELLES
SKI AREA

_

#spectacularcountryside

New

New

PERSPECTIVES
FOR THE FUTURE

THE SYBELLES TODAY
AND TOMORROW
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#ÉtoiledesSybellesresidence

THE KINGDOM
OF SNOW WHITE
Les Sybelles ski area is different from other resorts because of its short and unusual history.
Its creation in the early 21st century revealed the wholehearted determination of the area to rally behind
a shared vision to promote its flagship activity, skiing.

With the investment at the outset of the
project of one man: Gaston Maulin.
Coming from a family of Isère bakers, young Gaston Maulin
followed in their footsteps at the beginning of his working life.
After his early experience in the baking industry, he threw himself
into the manufacture and selling of chocolate.
The young entrepreneur very quickly met with financial success,
giving him the chance to spread his wings. Gaston Maulin made
full use of any contacts and opportunities presented to him.
Maulin the Financier started to take shape and the bornentrepreneur soon found himself at the head of many companies.
But his greatest success would be in skiing. He began the
adventure in 1995 when he obtained the licences for the ski lifts
in Le Corbier, Saint-Jean-d’Arves, and Saint-Colomban-des-Villards.
In 1998 he bought back the ski lifts in Saint-Sorlin-d’Arves with
SOREMET (owner of La Toussuire ski area) led by Jean Louis
Coynel. The company Maulin Montagne Participations, renamed
Maulin.ski, was created in 2005.
Gaston Maulin passed away in the middle of winter 2019.

Towards a common project
With the encouragement of Maurice Bozon, Mayor of StColomban-des-Villards, and supported by Léon Giradin, President
of the intercommunal Trade Union and Mayor of Fontcouverte-La
Toussuire, and ski lift companies, the mayors of the six villages
gathered behind a seminal project of connecting the resorts
of Les Sybelles and of making it possible to travel between
them on skis.
In 1999, the project’s first step was made with a new tourism unit
being established in Ouillon.
Then, on 18th December 2003, a ski lift that connected the six
resorts via the summit of Ouillon was opened. Les Sybelles ski
area was born.
Since 2011, Alexandre Maulin has been the majority shareholder
and manager of the Maulin.ski group, including SATVAC in Le
Corbier/Saint-Jean-d’Arves and SAMSO in Saint-Sorlin-d’Arves, and,
along with SOREMET and EPIC of Saint-Colomban-des-Villards,
has guaranteed that the management of Les Sybelles ski area
remains a true collective success.

Tourism in the future must be responsible and sustainable. In Les Sybelles, in both the resorts and the ski area,
we are innovating and implementing solutions. Through new and innovative real estate programmes,
Les Sybelles is battling to avoid empty beds and revitalising the seasonal offer!

TIME
FOR THE FIRST
T
IN A SKI RESOR

Four-star Résidence CGH, L’Alpaga :
an original business plan in the
mountains
La Toussuire
In order to revitalise investments in tourism and fight
against empty beds, the first tourist accommodation
supported by a ‘mountain’ COPC and managed by CGH
will open in La Toussuire, Les Sybelles in December
2020. For the first time, tourist accommodation in the
mountains will be financed by capital from investment
funds and a COPC completely dedicated to investment in
mountain rentals and made up of virtuous investments
governed by a mountain law agreement.. Notably, the
Maulin.ski group is one of the investors. L’Alpaga marks
the start of a new period of investment in tourism in
the mountains and paves the way for financing new
programmes in the future which will support the
development of tourism in mountain resorts.

1st modular construction in a ski resort:
better and more sustainably built
Le Corbier
The MMV Étoile des Sybelles in Le Corbier with 8 floors
and 99 apartments, will be the first building entirely built
with modular wooden blocks, a renewable material, by the
partner, Ossabois. Offsite manufacturing using renewable
materials, a real experiment in modular construction in
the resort, allows a 30% reduction in CO2 emissions
compared to normal construction methods. Moreover,
the units built in factories in the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes
region also allow for the optimisation of materials used
and a 30-40% reduction in waste.
The financing of the project is part of a sustainable vision.
95% of the building is owned by SATVAC, a ski lift company
in Le Corbier.It will be dedicated to tourism and will be
sustainable for the next 30 years. It is expected to open in
December 2020, just one year after work starts.
The accommodation will be operated by the MMV
group and will offer 692 beds as a ‘hotel residence’.
A modular construction on this scale is a first for ski
resorts!
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#Alpagaresidence

S K I PA S S E S
LES SYBELLES







Children (under 12 years)
/Seniors (over 65 years): €194
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Children (under 12 years)
/Seniors (over 65 years): €74.20
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FOR THE WEEKEND (2 DAYS)
Adults: €87.10

Family Pass
(2 parents and 2 children
- under 20 years): €776
vallons




Children (under 12 years)
/Seniors (over 65 years): €38.80

Adults: €227.40
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IN THE SKI ARE
Access to Ouillon, the main summit
in the ski area and a shared centre of
activity, is being increased.
In order to offer even more freedom, one of the surface lifts
of the ‘2 Croix’ in the La Toussuire area is being replaced by
a 4-seater chairlift, increasing the flow of skiers from the area
from 1,400 to 2,500 people an hour. The ‘Chamois’ surface lift is
also being doubled for this reason.

New recreational area
In the heart of the ski area, 600 m2 of slopes have been divided
into 3 distinct areas for playing and relaxing: the Snowpy
Mountain. Skiers will have the opportunity to relax in deckchairs
and giant hammocks or challenge themselves in the mini speed
skiing stadium and on the recreational piste.

The Environment:
reduction of CO² emissions
This winter, Les Sybelles’ ski lift companies will adopt a
sustainable approach to reduce their CO² emissions by only using
renewable energy from now on.
The ski lift companies’ partnership with EDF in Les Sybelles
allows them to satisfy all their energy needs for producing
artificial snow and for powering the ski lifts with ‘green’ energy
(hydroelectric, solar, and wind).

LES SYBELLES
IN 3 YEARS

BY THE START OF 2022,
ALMOST €35 MILLION
WILL HAVE BEEN INVESTED
IN LES SYBELLES
SKI AREA.

By the start of 2022, almost €35 million will have been
invested in Les Sybelles ski area. The goal is to improve
inter-valley links and offer ever more freedom, comfort,
and speed to skiers, through creating, growing, and
securing the slopes, extending the artificial snow network,
and building new ski lifts.
Three new ski lifts will complete the ski area:
- a new fixed-grip chairlift in La Toussuire ready
for winter 2019.
- ‘Le Gaston Express’, a detachable chair lift in Le Corbier
for winter 2020.
- The opening of a cable car in the Saint-Sorlin-d’Arves
sector for winter 2021.
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PER DAY

6

RESORTS
A ski area with a focus on nature and warm hospitality was created from six individual places.
Whether it is old-world villages, private destinations, or modern resorts,
all the resorts have their own heritage and character.
But what they all have in common is that they provide access to the unrestricted pleasure of skiing in Les Sybelles!

OUT-OF-THE-OR

DINARY

COME AND TRY IT OUT!

New

THIS EVENING, ENJOY A SAVOIE
FONDUE IN AN IGLOO!
La Toussuire
Beside the Eriscal lake at La Toussuire in the heart of Les
Sybelles ski area, there is an igloo providing an unusual dinner
for adventurers and foodies. Served inside an igloo, Savoie
fondue takes on an original flavour! The setting provides a
magnificent location from which to watch the stars and enjoy
the beauty of the mountains after dinner.
Lunenz Water Park
+33 (0)6 32 93 18 08

THE DYNAMIC

PRESS KIT WINTER 2019
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1,300M

LA TOUSSUIRE

1,550M

Located on a vast plateau, the resort enjoys glorious sunshine
and has a 360° panoramic view. After a day's skiing, the resort's
entirely pedestrianised centre hosts a range of entertainment.
You can try all sorts of activities apart from skiing as you leave the resort.

Le Corbier is a welcoming and family-friendly resort with a ‘Family
Plus’ accreditation for the 3rd time running. It is fully pedestrianised
and ski friendly. Le Corbier offers a mountain full of activities. The bonus:
a huge outdoor heated pool.

Did you know? Jean-Pierre Vidal, Alpine skier and skiing Olympic champion,
is originally from La Toussuire, where he still lives today. Maybe you will be
lucky enough to meet him on the slopes of Les Sybelles!
www.la-toussuire.com

Did you know? Le Corbier was built in 1969 and the buildings were given
the same names as space stations. Cosmos, Baikonour, Soyouz and Ariane
recalled an era when space exploration captured everyone's imagination. As
a result, it was nicknamed ‘Le Saint-Germain des Neiges’ and was frequented
by actors, writers and singers who came to enjoy the pleasures of skiing.
www.le-corbier.com

THE PEACEFUL

THE AUTHENTIC

LES BOTTIÈRES

1,550M

Les Bottières is an authentic mountain village, and a real oasis of calm
for families. In the centre of the resort there are 6 ski slopes dedicated
to beginners which are connected to the big spaces of Les Sybelles via the
La Toussuire area. Due to its close proximity to Saint-Jean-de-Maurienne
(just 9km away), Les Bottières resort is the 1st point of entry to Les
Sybelles ski area.

Did you know? You can explore the village by torchlight after a visit to the
Chapelle du Collet and a Savoie wine and cheese tasting.
www.sja73.com

THE GREAT

SAINT-SORLIN-D’ARVES
Located at the foot of the famous Col de la Croix de Fer and the
Étendard glacier, this characterful resort village is filled with typical
Savoie chalets, a Baroque church and chapels and is dotted with farms
in the 14 hamlets that make it up. It is the highest point of Les Sybelles
ski area (2,620m) and has a 360° panoramic view over the Alps.
Did you know? The Vallée des Arves’ dairy cooperative is located in the old school in Malcrozet. Every year 5,000 wheels
of Beaufort cheese are taken from the cellar.
www.saintsorlindarves.com

SAINT-JEAN-D’ARVES
With its dairy cows and spectacular panoramas, Saint-Jean-d’Arves has
retained its agricultural roots. The mountain village has an authentic,
family feel that it successfully combines with countless winter sports
resort activities.

Did you know? There are two chapels dating from the 16th and 19th centuries
in the heart of the village which you can visit.
www.bottieres-jarrier.com

1,600M

LE CORBIER

HERITAGE
1,100M

SAINT-COLOMBANDES-VILLARDS
The village of Saint-Colomban-des-Villards allows you to travel back in time.
Made up of hamlets with tightly packed houses, this village has been able
to protect its old-world charm whilst also developing a modern tourist
infrastructure.
Did you know? A lime tree near the town hall is recognised as a ‘remarkable
tree of France’. It was planted during the reign of Henri IV!
www.saint-colomban.com
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1,750M

THE GALACTIC

New

	More freedom on the snow front

Saint-Sorlin-d’Arves
The installation of a new covered conveyor belt has improved access to the beginners’ area in Le Mollard. This new installation in
the centre of the village complements the Bobby surface lift and
allows young skiers and snowboarders to easily and comfortably
join the beginners’ slope.

FOR THE
FIRST TIME

New

v

La To u s s u i re

ESPACES LUDIQUES
ESPACES LUDIQUES

	My child, the future pro snowboarder!

La To u s s u i re

ESPACES LUDIQUES
ESPACES LUDIQUES

La Toussuire
Children can have their first go on a snowboard from the age
of 3! To give them a taste of the sport, instructors equip
the children with specially-adapted mini snowboards and then
they set off
for an hour of winter sports. Your children are sure to love it in
this safe space filled with colourful units to help them learn!

In Les Sybelles, it is not a problem to be a board sports rookie.
With its open ski area and high pastures, Les Sybelles offers
winter sports' beginners several peaks which can be accessed on blue pistes.
With its gentle slopes, 360° panoramic view and bright sunshine,
even beginners can enjoy the pleasures of large open spaces!

	SuperKids kids’ club

Saint-Sorlin-d’Arves
Saint-Sorlin d’Arves’ ESF ski instructors welcome
children throughout the week for skiing lessons
as well as games, après-ski discovery outings,
arts and crafts, etc. in a new special area in the centre of the
resort.
An all-inclusive childcare package (skiing lessons, meals, and
games) is also offered for children aged two and a half to four
years old.
More comfort for the children and a stress-free holiday for the
parents thanks to ESF!
All the latest about the nursery school:
To cultivate the skills of young champions, there is nowhere
better than the nursery school! A second covered conveyor belt
is being installed to complete the ESF nursery school in the
centre of the village.

PRESS KIT WINTER 2019
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École de Ski Française (ESF) Saint-Sorlin-d’Arves
From €201 per child.
+33 (0)4 79 59 71 53 • www.esf-saintsorlin.com

At the flash-deb meet-up, the more
beginners there are, the stronger we are!
#beginnerwintersports

Meet Christophe Bruyères,
head of Le Corbier's ESF
Christophe teaches winter sports at Le Corbier’s ESF. For him, learning to ski in Les Sybelles
is an obvious choice, and he tells us why.

La Toussuire
What is Flash-deb? For one hour all the beginners from ESI
La Toussuire’s group lessons gather on the slopes to discover
the basics of the discipline together. What could be more fun
than sharing this winter sports experience with skiers and
snowboarders of the same ability?
Enjoy a descent while having fun and relaxing!
École de Ski Internationale (ESI) La Toussuire
€7 per person • +33 (0)4 79 56 77 74 • www.esi-toussuire.fr

ESPACE
ESPACE
RESTAURATION
RESTAURATION
La To u s s u i re

ESPACES LUDIQUES
ESPACES LUDIQUES

New

École de Ski Internationale (ESI) La Toussuire
+33 (0)4 79 56 77 74 • www.esi-toussuire.fr

New

ESPACE
ESPACE JEUX JEUX

	 New large
playground:
the SNOWPY Mountain

La To u s s u i re

ESPACES LUDIQUES
La Toussuire
The Snowpy Mountain has become the top spot for fun
breaks in Les Sybelles.
There are three areas covering 600 m² designed for games and
relaxing: the SNOWPY Relax with extra-large hammocks, wooden
huts and deckchairs, swings, and a giant sculpture of Snowpy, the
SNOWPY Mountain: controlled speed skiing-style descent and
finally the SNOWPY Stars Camp: a slope full of experiences with
lots of fun units, a giant foam hand, an arch and bells, etc.
You can also find Snowpy, the little white mountain rabbit in the
popular Le Toussuire's play areas which are decorated around
this theme.

Selfie spot
SKI CONNECTED
For the perfect shot, the giant hashtag #Sybelles, measuring 15
metres long with the # measuring 1.7m and the letters 3m tall, is
located on the summit of Ouillon. Other spots to explore include
a giant frame on the ‘plan de la guerre’ route with a view of the
Aiguilles d’Arves to set the mood. Thanks to the insta’mirror in
Saint-Jean-d’Arves, there are no more excuses to miss taking that
perfect selfie.

So Les Sybelles, where am I going to go
skiing today?
SKI CONNECTED
Ski area experts have come up with itineraries suitable for every
ability and taste which are accessible online or on the Sybelle.
ski app. All you have to do is enter the information and the time
that you have available for skiing and the app suggests a route.
Download for free from the App Store (iOS) or Google Play
(Android).

 ell us about the ski area. What are the advantages of Les Sybelles’ resorts when
T
learning to ski?

Christophe
Bruyères
Head of
Le Corbier’s ESF

In Les Sybelles, each resort has an area dedicated to new skiers, from nursery schools to beginner zones.
The layout of the resorts with a wide snow front is perfect for young skiers who want easy access to the
pistes. In Le Courbier, the resort is ski-friendly and the return route to the resort is down a green piste
which is great for helping you to become more comfortable on your skis!

Can beginners quickly improve in the ski resort?
That obviously depends on their level, but in general by the end of the week we are able to ski to the
summit of Ouillon with our groups. The ski lifts are also well suited to beginners. The surface lifts are
useful tools for teaching skiers balance and for giving them their first winter sports experience.

What is the suggested route for a young skier?
Leaving Le Corbier on the Sybelles Express, you can reach the departure point for the Saint-Jean-d’Arves
valley in 7 minutes. A spectacular blue piste, ‘la grande vadrouille’ leaves from there and provides a long
descent through fantastic scenery. The return journey is also quick on the Charvin Express.

G R E AT O F F E R S
MY FIRST LESSON OFFER

Le Corbier
Discovering skiing: an hour long lesson
supervised by an ESF ski instructor is offered
every Saturday by Le Corbier ESF.
Meet at 4pm in front of Le Corbier Tourist
Information Office. Outside of school holidays.
École de Ski Française (ESF) Le Corbier
+33 (0)4 79 56 75 85 • www.esf-lecorbier.com

HOLIDAY IDEAS

La Toussuire
How does a trip to discover and learn skiing sound to you? Thanks to its
adapted beginner areas, Les Sybelles is the perfect destination to learn and
have fun at the same time. There is so much to enjoy!
From €356.25 per person.
Suggested 7 night trip + 6 day Les Sybelles ski pass + skiing lessons + ski
equipment hire.

Available 4th to 11th January 2020, in an apartment sleeping 4 with beginner ski lessons
from Sunday to Friday, based on 4 adults.

+33 (0)4 79 83 02 82 • www.toussuireloisirs.com
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#skirelax

#typicalvillage

ON THE MAP

GOOD SPOTS
Valuable expertise can be found in the heart of Les Sybelles’ villages.
There is a selection of gorgeous artisnal products to bring home from your holidays handmade with passion,
or using raw materials from the mountain or surrounding area.

Sérac, the cheese that
delivers complete satisfaction
Sérac is a fresh cheese made with whey
derived from the production of the Beaufort
and tomme cheeses. As it generally has a fat
content of less than 2%, you can enjoy it
guilt-free with a green salad and a sprinkle
so it keeps all of its flavour.

26
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As far as cheese goes, the other star of
the show is Beaufort AOP. In both winter
and summer, unlike sérac, this hard cheese
keeps well and can be transported very easily.
Still collected daily in drums from 20 farm
producers, the raw milk from the Tarine
and Abondances cows is transformed
every morning by two cheesemakers in a
small factory which combines traditional
expertise with modern and high-performance
equipment.
Both a factory and farm shop, the cooperative
welcomes visitors so that they can find out
about its cheeses and production methods.
A museum space with displays on agricultural
life tells the story of Beaufort and there is a
play area for children.
New

Paris
Chambéry

Real mountain honey

MILK THE COWS
Saint-Jean-d’Arves
Holidaymakers are invited to the farms in
Saint-Jean-d’Arves to better understand and
share in the activities of local farmers.
You can help milk the cows, learn about the
farmers’ daily lives, and try freshly milked
raw milk. Every Monday evening
at 6pm in Chambons and 6:30pm in Chal.
Price: €1.50 per person.

Les Sybelles

The honey from the Meillerie des Arves is a delicious treat to enjoy
simply, perhaps on toast or by just dipping the spoon into the pot.

Grenoble

Made with love by the beekeepers of the Saint-Jean-d’Arves
valley, there are a variety of honeys to be found in the shop: acacia
honey, rhododendron honey, spring honey and mountain honey, all
produced by local honey bees. From Saint-Jean-d’Arves and facing
the peaks bearing the same name, Sébastien welcomes visitors to
his educational farm 'Miellerie des Arves'.
Every day, he shares his passion for bees and the unique honey that
they produce with the Miellerie’s customers .

Paris - Lyon
Genève - Grenoble

Simon Cartier-Lange is a cabinetmaker and woodturner who creates
unique items in his workshop in Saint-Colomban-des-Villards.. From
bowls and goblets to candlesticks, all of his creations come from a
little bit of wood that he shapes on his wheel.
Simon uses wood from local trees, including white ash and ash olive
trees, boxwood, oak, acacia, and maple, as well as wood from all
types of fruit trees such as cherry, walnut, plum, apple, and pear. He
goes into the forest and orchards himself to choose the wood. Each
piece tells the story of the tree.
To buy a unique object or to find out about wood turning, Simon
offers demonstrations every afternoon from 2pm to 6pm during the
holidays.
Hameau Lachenal, Saint-Colomban-Des- Villards,
+33 (0)4 79 59 45 64
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St-Colombandes-Villards
La Toussuire
St-Sorlin-d’Arves

Unique wooden objects

A4

La Chambre

Sébastien Duraz - Miellerie des Arves
Pot of mountain honey from €5.50.
Information and to buy it online:
www.la-miellerie-des-arves.com

For cheese lovers: a 24/24 vending
machine is installed next to the cooperative.
Coopérative Laitière de La Vallée des Arves
Saint-Sorlin-d’Arves • +33 (0)4 79 59 70 16
www.beaufortdesarves.com

Lyon
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St-Jean-de-Maurienne

Les Bottières
Le Corbier

Turin
Milan

St-Jean-d’Arves

EVERY ROAD
SYBELLES
LEADS TO LES
By car

By train

By shuttle bus

By plane

From Chambéry: 1 hour
From Grenoble: 1 hour 30
minutes
From Lyon: 2 hour 10 minutes
From Geneva (Switzerland): 2
hour 10 minutes
From Paris: 5 hour 50 minutes

Nearest SNCF train stations:
St-Jean-de-Maurienne Arvan
St-Avre - La Chambre

SNCF train stations > Ski resorts
Every Saturday, bus routes
serve Les Sybelles’
resorts from
Saint-Jean-de-Maurienne.

Nearby airports:
Chambéry: 74 km
Grenoble: 149 km
Turin (Italy): 153 km
Lyon Saint-Exupéry: 159 km
Geneva (Switzerland): 161 km

High-speed train from Paris:
4 hour 04 minutes
Several high-speed and regional
trains every day
to the SNCF train stations from
the
Maurienne valley.

Access to the first resort
(La Toussuire)
in less than 30 minutes.
Timetables and prices:
www.altibus.com

Every Saturday, bus routes
serve Les Sybelles’
resorts from
Chambéry airport.
Timetables and prices:
www.altibus.com
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Beaufort,
star of the mountains

Annecy

CONTACTS
PRESS
NEED A VISUAL, VIDEOS, TO ORGANISE
A FEATURE, MORE INFORMATION OR A CONTACT?
WE ARE LISTENING!

ALTERNATIVE MEDIA
4 boulevard Gambetta
38000 Grenoble, France
Mathilde Oyon: mathilde@alternativemedia.fr
Alexandre Bérard: alex@alternativemedia.fr
+33 (0)4 76 12 01 33
www.alternativemedia.fr

FOLLOW
NEWS
LES SYBELLES

www.sybelles.ski
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